
More Summer Reads for 1st and 2nd Grades

Ada Twist, ScientistAda Twist, Scientist
by Andrea Beaty

Ada Twist is a very curious girl who

shows perseverance by asking

questions and performing

experiments to find things out and

understand the world.

Drum Dream Girl: HowDrum Dream Girl: How
One Girl's CourageOne Girl's Courage
Changed MusicChanged Music
by Margarita Engle

Follows a girl in the 1920s as she

strives to become a drummer,

despite being continually reminded

that only boys play the drums and

that there has never been a female

drummer in Cuba.

Hot Air: The (Mostly)Hot Air: The (Mostly)
True Story of the FirstTrue Story of the First
Hot-air Balloon RideHot-air Balloon Ride
by Marjorie Priceman

With a captive audience gathered,

a duck, sheep, and rooster take

their places in the basket for the

history-making, aeronautical event

of the season as the first

passengers ever to ride in a hot-air

balloon!

Sam and theSam and the
Construction SiteConstruction Site
by Tjibbe Veldkamp

When some older boys dare Sam

to go onto the construction site,

Sam gets into the equipment and

does a lot of damage.

Architecture AccordingArchitecture According
to Pigeonsto Pigeons
by Speck Lee Tailfeather

Pigeon, Speck Lee Tailfeather,

takes the reader on a journey,

touring the world's most iconic

architecture, including the Sydney

Opera House, Tower Bridge, and

Agbar Tower.

*Located in J Non-Fiction at J720 T

The Man Who WalkedThe Man Who Walked
Between the TowersBetween the Towers
by Mordicai Gerstein

Offers the incredible and true story

of French aerialist Philippe Petit

who walked, danced, and

performed tricks on a tightrope set

up between the two towers of the

World Trade Center in 1974.

*Located in J Non-Fiction at

J791.34 G
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